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Bonn

M.N., (1963)

This work established the non-thermal (synchrotron) nature of 
emission in radio sources. Similar spectral studies established the 
same emission process to be responsible for  the radio waves from 
the Galaxy. Hopes to repeat this for pulsars have albeit failed.
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First pulsar spectrum
for CP1919

Nature,   (1968)

Some spectra of 45  pulsars from Malofeev
et al. (1994).  All points above 1.4 GHz are 
from Effelsberg

• Time variability (e.g. Stinebring et al., 2000)
• Polarization (Manchester, 1971; Xilouris et al.,1995)
• Signal/noise at high radio frequencies
• Moding, Fading, New components, etc.
The general opinion is that the spectral index of pulsars is α ~  -1.8 
in middle frequency range; ( Seiradakis & Wielebinski, A&A Rev, 2004)

some pulsars show a low frequency turn-over;
some pulsars show a high frequency break; 
some pulsars appear to have a specral turn-up at the highest radio
frequencies (short mm-wavelengths)

There are many problems in determining pulsar spectra correctly
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The special case: frequency
evolution of  the Crab pulsar

(courtesy T.Hankins)
Kramer et al. spectra of pulsars 

detected at  mm waves

Spectra of millisecond pulsars
From Kramer et al. (1998)

New work by Malofeev, Wielebinski, et al. (in preperation) for 47 millisecond Pulsars
suggests that some objects have turn-over, others spectral break, like slow pulsars
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pulsar radio – gamma spectra
D.J.Thompson et al. (1999)

New radio values from Simon Johnston:  
1.4 GHz    3.1 GHz     8.4 GHz

1509-58  1.66 mJy 0.46 mJy no det.
1706-44   7.3            5.9            5.5
Spectra at radio frequencies are steep in
all the new cases
Geminga was claimed as detection by
Pushino observers but as yet not confirmed
by other telescopes.

Recent observations at 230 GHz 
by Löhmer et al. A&A 425, 763 (2005) 
had no  detections for the planet pulsar
but also not for several ‘calibration’
objects.

ALMA may hold the key to extend the pulsar spectra from radio to optical range.  
Observations at 345 GHz and 810 GHz should be possible.

Recent 9mm work in Effelsberg gave
3 new detections and set 12 upper limits
(Löhmer, Kramer, et al., in prep.)
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